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Abstract. An essay about mimicking some aspects of language processing in our heads, using information fusion and competing patterns.
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Introduction

Usual approach to Natural Language Processing separates language processing
into word form, morphological, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic levels. Most
often processing of these levels are independent, and result of one level is
communicated to the other unnaturally disambiguated to cut off less probable
(but often linguistically valid) intermediate results (e.g. sentence syntactical
parse trees) just to simplify things. Even though ungrammatical sentences
are often used for communication between people (English as the second
language), they are banned by NLP software. Considerable effort is given to the
balancing general purpose corpora to choosen only such text examples, aiming
at handling only [syntactically] correct language parts. Given that, for purposes
of handling non-polished texts, blogs or even speech, these data resources fail
badly, as the tools are trained and fine-tuned to the different type of input than
used when processing real [speech] data.
As simple as possible, but not simpler. – Albert Einstein
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Levels of Processing, Level Interaction and Importance of
Complexity

Most of today’s available texts is processed on word form level only (Google),
with PageRank optimizing access to the most credible ones. Texts sharing the
same forms are collected together and only the most credible picked up and
shown. This suits most, but not all purposes.
Good morphological tools allows handling of all possible morphological
categories, allowing their pruning in further stages of processing (syntactic
analysis, etc.). The disambiguation should not be driven by pure statistics in
applications like guesser.
Syntactic analysis aiming at only one (best) parsing tree, independently
of sentence context, document type and other information is simply wrong.
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Analysis of potentially billions of possible trees of long sentences is waste of
computer resources. Most probable partial parse trees are collected together
and shown as the parsed result for further processing. Much better approach
is to collect possible sentence segmentations of main building blocks (phrases)
and not limiting the analysis outcome to the correct full sentence parses only.
Another bottleneck of today NLP processing is semantics handling. Bubble
of semantic net starts to blow out, as there is not single semantic representation
suitable for all purposes and applications. Linguistic resources are scarce, and
wordnets lack many important aspects as deduction and thematic folding
(specific domain adaptation and usage, with exception of framenet). Promising
formalisms like TIL need necessary language resources.
Little attention is given to pragmatics in NLP, as a starter of disambiguation process. Disambiguation, at all levels, should be driven by the final application, deriving from the purpose, classification type of communicated text,
intertwisting and backtracking between all levels of linguistic processing. The
tools should not be trivialized and should handle multiple lemmata, parses,
meanings. Language handling may be as complex as the life it describes, not
simpler.
Be as elegant as the situation will allow.

3

Information Fusion and Patterns

The suggested remedy to the current status quo is the design of a modular NLP
system for parallel language processing at different levels, allowing mutual
interactions and processing between data structures and intermediate results
at all levels. The data structures may be not only grammar chunks, framenets
and wordnets, but also empirical evidence of language usage (text corpora processed), allowing pattern matching of linguistic data and knowledge representation at various, but interlinked levels.
For several purposes in this scenario, competing patterns [1,2] may be
used: sentence or phrase segmentation (alphabet is word forms or lemmas),
morphological disambiguation patterns (alphabet is gramatical categories and
lemmata) [3], and even pragmatics patterns (alphabet being events in time and
meaning terms). Same terms in pattern alphabets used will allow for connecting
information on different level of language processing – the patterns may be
derived from available text and dialogue corporas [4,5]. Pattern storage in the
packed digital trie is very compact and allow blindingly fast language data
retrieval at the constant time (limited by the pattern length only, e.g. by width
of [local] context covered).

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented several thoughts about current state of the
art of natural language processing approaches, and have outlined several
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directions of improvement towards ‘natural’ way of text processing, grabbing
some metaphors from what is known about language processing in our brains.
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